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Abstract

Background
Atrial fibrillation affects 1-2% of the general population and 10% of those over 75 and is responsible for around a quarter of all strokes. These strokes are largely preventable by the use of anticoagulation therapy, though many eligible patients are not treated appropriately. Recent clinical trials have added to the evidence base on stroke prevention and international clinical guidelines have been updated.

Design
Consensus practical recommendations from primary care physicians with an interest in vascular disease and vascular specialists.

Methods
Focussed all-day meeting, with presentation of summary evidence under each section of this guidance and review of European guidelines on stroke prevention in atrial fibrillation, generated a draft document, which then underwent 3 cycles of revision and debate before all panel members agreed with the consensus statements.

Results
Six areas were identified that included how to identify patients with atrial fibrillation, how to determine their stroke risk and whether to recommend modification of this risk, and what management options are available, with practical recommendations on maximising benefit and minimising risk if anticoagulation is recommended and the reasons why antiplatelet therapy is no longer recommended. The summary evidence is presented for each area and simple summary recommendations are highlighted, with areas of remaining uncertainty listed.

Conclusions
Atrial fibrillation related stroke is a very major public health priority for most health systems. This practical guidance can assist generalist community physicians to translate the large evidence base for this major cause of preventable stroke and implement this at a local level. The guidance is slightly more conservative guidance on who to treat.

Background

In 2012, the European Society of Cardiology (ESC) Committee for Practice Guidelines (CPG) published an update [1] of the 2010 ESC Guidelines for the management of atrial fibrillation (AF) [2]. The update includes evidence from major clinical trials of the recently introduced novel oral anticoagulants or ‘NOACs’. Arguably the term NOAC may become obsolete over time as they become too established to be termed ‘novel,’ and alternatives such as DOAC (direct oral anticoagulants) exist, but for the purposes of this paper we use the term NOAC to avoid confusion.

Despite the addition of recent clinical outcome data and clinical experience, the European Primary Care Cardiovascular Society (EPCCS) felt that wider implementation of the available guidelines (ESC and others) in primary care settings would benefit from adding contextual changes or clarifications of the evidence to aid the uptake of guidance in primary care. The EPCCS therefore established a Stroke Prevention in Atrial Fibrillation (SPAF) working group to develop an evidence-guided pragmatic guide on SPAF in primary care. To a large extent, our recommendations overlap with those described by the ESC and other European guidelines, including the revised 2014 UK NICE guidelines [3]. However, we distinguish preferable (ideal practice, first choice approach) and optional (alternative approach) diagnostic and treatment strategies, as we are aware that facilities and resources vary considerably across primary care practices in Europe.

This document does not make use of the commonly used classification of recommendations and distinctive levels of evidence, since these may not be familiar to some GPs and, further, they are less effective in grading epidemiological or diagnostic studies than clinical trials. Instead, we have adopted the ‘user-friendly’ terminology used by the UK National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) for the strength of our recommendations – ‘some recommendations can be made with more certainty than others’. The EPCCS Consensus Group made its recommendations based on ‘the trade-off between the benefits and harms of any intervention, taking into account the quality of the underpinning evidence’. The wording used in our recommendations (see Box 1) denotes the certainty with which the recommendation is made (the strength of the recommendation). As promoted by NICE, there should be discussion with the patient about the risks and benefits of the interventions, and their values and preferences. This discussion aims to help clinician and patient to reach a fully informed decision.

To highlight the summary recommendations the writing committee chose to indicate where the position taken is clearly evidence-based (green), and where it is more inferred and consensus-based (blue). It is also specified when studies were carried out in primary care settings, and therefore the evidence is most relevant. The working group also explored possible weaknesses in the enormous evidence base that guides the SPAF guidelines, and identified unresolved issues where further research is needed.

Box 1: Strength of Recommendations

The following colour coding will be used throughout the document, to indicate the strength of the individual recommendations.

Interventions that should (or should not) be used – a ‘strong’ recommendation

‘Offer’ (and similar words such as ‘refer’ or ‘advise’) indicates confidence that, for the vast majority of patients, an intervention will do more good than harm, and be cost effective. Similar forms of words (for example, ‘Do not offer...’) are used when we are confident that an intervention will not be of benefit for most patients.

Interventions that could be used

‘Consider’ indicates confidence that an intervention will do more good than harm for most patients, and be cost effective, but other options may be similarly cost effective. The choice of intervention, and whether or not to have the intervention at all, is more likely to depend on the patient’s values and preferences than for a strong recommendation, and so the healthcare professional should spend more time considering and discussing the options with the patient.

Terminology used with permission from NICE
1. Introduction

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the commonest cardiac arrhythmia, with about 1-2% of the general population estimated to be affected [1, 2]. It is a particularly common disorder in the elderly, with over 5% over the age of 65 suffering from AF, and around 10% of people over the age of 75 [4-6]. As a consequence of the ageing population, the prevalence of AF is predicted to rise [7]. Data from the General Practice Research Database (GPRD), a large retrospective routine case notes database in the United Kingdom, have shown a steady increase in AF prevalence for men and women of different ages since the early 1990s [8]. American data predict that by 2050 prevalence will have doubled, assuming that the rate of increase in AF over the past decade does not continue to accelerate.

If AF prevalence rates continue to augment at the current increase rate, prevalence is expected to triple [9-11]. In addition to an ageing population, rising prevalence has been attributed to better survival of patients following acute coronary events, and a greater awareness amongst healthcare professionals of the importance of diagnosing AF.

Clinical picture of patients with atrial fibrillation

Patients with AF may have symptoms such as palpitations, lack of energy, dizziness, chest discomfort and shortness of breath, which may impair quality of life [12]. The degree of these symptoms varies considerably, from patients who are completely asymptomatic to those who are quite disabled by the arrhythmia. The use of rate and rhythm control to improve symptoms is beyond the scope of this guideline, which will focus exclusively on stroke prevention.

It is important to note that, for many patients with AF, the condition is often asymptomatic - or associated with minor symptoms that are ignored or unrecognised by patients - therefore, if the arrhythmia is to be identified in all, some type of AF screening is needed.

Perhaps the most important consequence of AF is the risk of embolic stroke. Patients with AF are at an almost five-fold higher risk of stroke compared to age-matched individuals with normal sinus rhythm, as shown in the Framingham study [13], as well as at a twice as high risk of all-cause mortality and heart failure. About 20-25% of all ischaemic strokes are attributable to embolism as a result of AF [14]. Not only do patients with AF have more strokes, they also develop more recurrent strokes, both fatal and nonfatal [15]. In addition, strokes are likely to be more severe in patients with AF, than in patients who have a stroke not associated with AF, regardless of age [15]. Following a stroke, patients with AF are more likely to be left with long-term disability and may require long-term care [16, 17]. This disability is a major source of concern for patients and is associated with high costs for healthcare systems.

Types of atrial fibrillation

ESC guidelines distinguish various types of AF, mainly based on duration e.g. paroxysmal (usually ≤48 hours), persistent (≥7 days) and long-standing or permanent (> 1 year) [1, 2]. These classifications are somewhat arbitrary and their use in clinical practice might be limited. They may, however, be relevant to determine how to treat the arrhythmia itself, rather than the stroke risk associated with AF. The risk of stroke is considered similar for all types of AF [18].

Atrial flutter, a different type of atrial arrhythmia, is sometimes considered along with AF. Atrial flutter and AF represent distinct diagnoses, and flutter is often more amenable to curative rhythm control but the stroke risk is similar. Patients with atrial flutter are often referred for consideration of curative management, but in the meantime stroke risk should be considered and managed in the same way as AF.

In summary, all types of AF, with the exception of clinically significant valvular AF and mechanical heart valves, should be regarded as the same in terms of stroke risk. Defining the type of AF can provide a diagnostic label, which can be useful when considering rate or rhythm management, but stroke risk is similar. Importantly, re-establishing sinus rhythm will not remove the stroke risk [20, 22-24].

Burden of atrial fibrillation

AF has considerable impact on individuals and health systems. It is also associated with increased mortality, heart failure, and high rates of hospitalisation due to stroke. Admission and readmission rates are the most important factors driving healthcare expenditure [25-27]. Aside from its impact, AF is very common, with AF prevalence increasing in the general population. As we get better at preventing strokes due to other factors such as hypertension and transient ischaemic attacks, the proportion of strokes attributable to AF is likely to increase. AF is therefore an important modifiable risk factor for stroke that should be appropriately managed in all patients.

The role of the general practitioner in stroke prevention in atrial fibrillation

AF often co-exists with other chronic diseases such as heart failure. These conditions may cause or exacerbate each other. Over extended periods of time AF may cause substantial cardiac remodelling that can impact on the management of both conditions. A recent epidemiological study showed that 5% of over 65 year-olds had AF, and at least three other chronic conditions [28]. This implies that the general practitioner can play a crucial, central role, since he or she is aware of and can manage different conditions.
More than any other specialist, the GP knows the whole situation of a patient, including the full medical background, social circumstances including family setting and psychosocial context. Generalist care improves patient outcomes and the GP has a pivotal position within many European healthcare systems. Informing GPs about recent advances in stroke prevention strategies is vital to ensure effective, high quality primary care for patients.

Practical recommendations

Based on current evidence and experience, we recommend the following in a primary care setting:

Interventions that should be used

- AF is one of the most important causes of preventable stroke, is associated with more severe strokes, and is therefore a major health risk to modify in patients and an important disease target for health systems.
- AF meets all the Wilson-Jungner criteria for a condition worth screening for.
- All patients with AF, regardless of AF type, are at increased risk of stroke as they age or develop certain co-morbid conditions and therefore all AF patients should be offered assessment of their stroke risk (see section 3).
- Patients who are treated for AF and returned to sinus rhythm should be risk assessed as if they were still in AF and should remain on their stroke prevention therapy if it was indicated prior to rhythm control. If a decision is taken to stop anticoagulation in these patients it should be a specialist decision.

2. How is Atrial Fibrillation Detected? Should we Screen for Atrial Fibrillation?

Rationale for opportunistic case-finding

Patients with AF may present with symptoms, and AF should be considered in anyone complaining of palpitations (fluttering or irregular heart beat), dizziness or fainting spells, chest discomfort, shortness of breath and/or reduced exercise tolerance. Also very non-specific symptoms like general malaise can be related to AF. Patients with certain co-morbidities are more likely to develop AF. As outlined in the ESC Guidelines, patients with hypertension, heart failure, valvular heart disease, coronary artery disease, thyroid dysfunction, obesity, diabetes mellitus, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, sleep apnoea, and chronic renal disease, as well as more rare cardiac disorders such as cardiomyopathies, atrial septal defects and other congenital heart defects are more prone to developing AF [2].

However, not all patients with AF will have symptoms and may therefore be unaware they have an arrhythmia. The observation that even short episodes of silent AF (as measured with implanted devices and by Holter electrocardiograms (ECGs)) convey an increased risk of stroke [29, 30] and fail to have an ECG done. Here single-lead ECG devices have the advantage that they give immediate results; they provide information with only one lead, but for the duration of one minute, as compared with a 12 lead ECG that normally records 10 seconds.

For opportunistic screening to be effective, ECG should be performed shortly after an irregular pulse has been detected [34]. If the delay is too long, patients may be missed because they have gone back into sinus rhythm, or patients may lose the motivation to participate in screening and fail to have an ECG done. Here single-lead ECG devices have the advantage that they give immediate results; they provide information with only one lead, but for the duration of one minute, as compared with a 12 lead ECG that normally records 10 seconds.

There is debate about the significance of ‘short’ episodes of AF; how long should AF last for it to be considered a significant arrhythmia? There is a direct relationship between the burden of AF and stroke risk including in those with paroxysmal AF [29]. It is, however, as yet unclear whether a causal relationship between very short bouts of AF and stroke risk exists, since this can occur in young, otherwise well individuals who therefore have a low background risk of ischaemic stroke.

It is not clear how many and how long lasting bursts of AF must be to affect the structure of the atria of the heart which leads to high risk of thromboembolism. Conventionally, an ECG should contain a total of 30 seconds of AF to confirm the diagnosis, but this criterion is consensus not evidence-based and was developed for considering which patients to offer cardioversion or pacing to. Therefore, a standard 12 lead ECG of 10 seconds is perhaps sufficient in practice settings.

Practical recommendations

Based on current evidence and experiences, we recommend the following case finding efforts in a primary care setting:

Interventions that should be used

- Opportunistic case finding should be carried out to timely detect AF in all patients over 65 years of age, and in anyone who receives routine cardiovascular follow-up:
- Pulse palpation, at least once a year could be incorporated in to already existing medical visits, for instance during an annual cardiac disease review, and/or at flu vaccinations or pharmacy visits.
- In case of a positive pulse palpation:
- 12-lead ECG follow-up should be performed shortly after pulse assessment. 12-lead ECG follow-up should be done by a practitioner who is competent in ECG interpretation.

Alternative approach

- Modified sphygmomanometers or other devices using single lead ECG registrations to detect an irregular pulse may be used instead
of pulse palpation, but only where they have been subject to independent validation with a 12 lead ECG.

- If not enough expertise is available in the primary care setting to confidently read a 12-lead ECG, it should be reviewed by a specialist. 12-lead ECG may also provide other useful information on cardiac functioning.

Additional work recommended in this area / gaps in the evidence:

- How much atrial fibrillation – length or frequency of AF runs – constitutes a sufficient stroke risk to warrant treatment should be established

- In the absence of prospective trials, more follow-up data from screened cohorts, such as the SAFE study [31, 32], would be useful to establish if over time stroke risk is similar or higher in screen detected patients as compared with AF cases identified through systematic screening.

- Trials of screening plus treatment versus routine care should be conducted to identify whether comprehensive care packages are more effective at reducing stroke outcomes.

3. How to Decide Whether to Treat Stroke Risk in Atrial Fibrillation?

Risk assessment for stroke prevention in atrial fibrillation

When giving antithrombotic agents to reduce stroke risk in AF, both thromboembolic risk and bleeding risk need to be considered. ‘Whom not to treat?’ is a question at least as important to ask as ‘whom to treat?’, since each form of antithrombotic therapy has an inherent, and possibly severe, bleeding risk.

The CHADS2 score is a valuable tool that has been used for some time to assess stroke risk in patients with AF [35, 36] (see table 1 for components of the CHADS2 score). Low to moderate-risk patients (CHADS2 score 0 or 1) were recommended not to receive anticoagulation, since the risk of bleeding was thought to exceed the risk of stroke. A CHADS2 score of 2 or more was associated with high stroke risk and anticoagulation was likely to be beneficial. However, more recent data calls for refinement of that view. Even in the low-risk group, there is a 2.3 %/year incidence of stroke after AF has been diagnosed [37]. The large ACTIVE-W trial found a stroke rate of 2.2 %/year in moderate-risk (CHADS2=1) AF patients, who were treated with acetyl salicylic acid (ASA) [38].

These observations highlighted the need for a more robust stroke risk score. The CHA2DS2-VASc score has since been developed, which includes additional risk factors and gives a maximum score of 9 compared to a maximum of 6 in the CHADS2 score (see table 1 for components of the CHA2DS2-VASc score). Age can contribute 2 points, rather than 1, if the patient is ≥75 years old. Vascular disease and female sex also add an extra point [1, 2] - the latter however only contributing a score if other stroke risk factors are present (i.e. if the only ‘risk’ factor is being female the CHA2DS2-VASc score is 0). This more refined risk calculation improves risk stratification of AF patients with a CHADS2 score of 0 or 1.

When comparing the different risk levels based on the CHA2DS2-VASc score within CHADS2=0 and CHADS2=1, different annual stroke rates were seen for CHA2DS2-VASc scores 0-4 [39]. Within a CHADS2 category, CHA2DS2-VASc annual event rates increased with each incremental CHA2DS2-VASc score, the lowest of which was lower than the overall event rate associated with the CHADS2 score. Thus, refinement allows identification of patients at truly low risk; e.g. in a large Danish registry, among those with CHADS2=0-1, those with CHA2DS2-VASc=0 showed a stroke/thromboembolism rate of 0.84 per 100 person-years (95%CI: 0.65-1.08), those with CHA2DS2-VASc=1 had a rate of 1.79, while patients with CHA2DS2-VASc=2 had 3.67, CHA2DS2-VASc=3 had 5.75 and CHA2DS2-VASc=4 had 8.18 per 100 person-years, after 1 year of follow-up. Individuals with a CHADS2 score=0 were not all ‘low risk’, with one-year event rates ranging from 0.84 (CHA2DS2-VASc score=0), to 1.75 (CHA2DS2-VASc score=1), to 2.69 (CHA2DS2-VASc score=2), to 3.20 (CHA2DS2-VASc score=3). Persons with CHADS2=1 had event rates of 1.93 per 100 person-years (CHA2DS2-VASc score=1), 4.05 (CHA2DS2-VASc score=2), to 5.81 (CHA2DS2-VASc score=3), and 8.18 per 100 person-years (CHA2DS2-VASc score=4) after 1 year of follow-up. [39]. So CHA2DS2-VASc risk stratification identifies patients at substantial risk who would not have been considered eligible for stroke prevention with anticoagulation according to the CHADS2 score. The improved risk stratification with CHA2DS2-VASc as opposed to CHADS2 score has been validated in several studies [40-44], and

### TABLE 1: CHADS2 and CHA2DS2-VASc risk score components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>CHADS2 score</th>
<th>CHA2DS2-VASc score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Congestive heart failure (or Left ventricular systolic dysfunction)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension: blood pressure consistently above 140/90 mmHg (or treated hypertension on medication)</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age ≥75 years</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes Mellitus</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke or TIA or thromboembolism in history</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular disease (e.g. peripheral artery disease, myocardial infarction, aortic plaque)</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 65–74 years</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex category (i.e. female gender)</td>
<td>Sc</td>
<td>Sc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows the components of the CHADS2 [Gage et al., JAMA 2001 [36]] and CHA2DS2-VASc scores [Lip et al., Chest 2010 [41]] tools to assess stroke risk in patients with AF. These risk assessment tools help to determine who should and who should not receive anticoagulation. CHA2DS2-VASc improves risk stratification in patients with CHADS2=0 or 1, and allows for identification of patients at truly low risk.
## TABLE 2: Event rates per CHADS₂ and CHA₂DS₂-VASc category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score/risk category</th>
<th>1 year’s follow-up annual event rate</th>
<th>5 years’ follow-up annual event rate</th>
<th>10 years’ follow-up annual event rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHADS₂ score:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.67 (1.47 to 1.89)</td>
<td>1.28 (1.19 to 1.38)</td>
<td>1.24 (1.16 to 1.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.75 (4.45 to 5.07)</td>
<td>3.70 (3.55 to 3.86)</td>
<td>3.56 (3.42 to 3.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.34 (6.88 to 7.82)</td>
<td>5.58 (5.35 to 5.83)</td>
<td>5.40 (5.18 to 5.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15.47 (14.62 to 16.36)</td>
<td>10.29 (9.87 to 10.73)</td>
<td>9.89 (9.50 to 10.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>21.55 (20.03 to 23.18)</td>
<td>14.00 (13.22 to 14.82)</td>
<td>13.70 (12.95 to 14.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>19.71 (16.93 to 22.93)</td>
<td>12.98 (11.52 to 14.63)</td>
<td>12.57 (11.18 to 14.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>22.36 (14.58 to 34.30)</td>
<td>16.75 (11.91 to 23.56)</td>
<td>17.17 (12.33 to 23.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHADS₂ risk category:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low risk (0)</td>
<td>1.67 (1.47 to 1.89)</td>
<td>1.28 (1.19 to 1.38)</td>
<td>1.24 (1.16 to 1.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate risk (1)</td>
<td>4.75 (4.45 to 5.07)</td>
<td>3.70 (3.55 to 3.86)</td>
<td>3.56 (3.42 to 3.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High risk (2-6)</td>
<td>12.27 (11.84 to 12.71)</td>
<td>8.30 (8.08 to 8.51)</td>
<td>7.97 (7.77 to 8.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHA₂DS₂-VASc risk score</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.78 (0.58 to 1.04)</td>
<td>0.69 (0.59 to 0.81)</td>
<td>0.66 (0.57 to 0.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.01 (1.70 to 2.36)</td>
<td>1.51 (1.37 to 1.67)</td>
<td>1.45 (1.32 to 1.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.71 (3.36 to 4.09)</td>
<td>3.01 (2.83 to 3.20)</td>
<td>2.92 (2.76 to 3.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.92 (5.53 to 6.34)</td>
<td>4.41 (4.21 to 4.61)</td>
<td>4.28 (4.10 to 4.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.27 (8.71 to 9.86)</td>
<td>6.69 (6.41 to 6.99)</td>
<td>6.46 (6.20 to 6.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>15.26 (14.35 to 16.24)</td>
<td>10.42 (9.95 to 10.91)</td>
<td>9.97 (9.53 to 10.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>19.74 (18.21 to 21.41)</td>
<td>12.85 (12.07 to 13.69)</td>
<td>12.52 (11.78 to 13.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>21.50 (18.75 to 24.64)</td>
<td>13.92 (12.49 to 15.51)</td>
<td>13.96 (12.57 to 15.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>22.38 (16.29 to 30.76)</td>
<td>14.07 (10.80 to 18.33)</td>
<td>14.10 (10.90 to 18.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>23.64 (16.62 to 32.61)</td>
<td>16.08 (8.04 to 32.15)</td>
<td>15.89 (7.95 to 31.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHA₂DS₂-VASc risk category:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low risk (0)</td>
<td>0.78 (0.58 to 1.04)</td>
<td>0.69 (0.59 to 0.81)</td>
<td>0.66 (0.57 to 0.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate risk (1)</td>
<td>2.01 (1.70 to 2.36)</td>
<td>1.51 (1.37 to 1.67)</td>
<td>1.45 (1.32 to 1.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High risk (2-9)</td>
<td>8.82 (8.55 to 9.09)</td>
<td>6.01 (5.88 to 6.14)</td>
<td>5.72 (5.60 to 5.84)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Event rates (95%CI) of hospital admission and death due to thromboembolism (including peripheral artery embolism, ischaemic stroke and pulmonary embolism) per 100 person years, for each CHADS₂, and CHA₂DS₂-VASc category. Risk profiles are largely similar with different lengths of follow-up. Based on Olesen et al., BMJ 2011 [40].

## TABLE 3: HAS-BLED risk score components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical characteristic</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension, Uncontrolled, &gt;160 mmHg systolic</td>
<td>H 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal renal and liver function</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1 point each) Dialysis, transplant, Cr &gt;200 μmol/L, Cirrhosis, bilirubin &gt;2x normal, AST/ALT/AP &gt;3x normal</td>
<td>A 1 or 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke history</td>
<td>S 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bleeding or predisposition to bleeding</td>
<td>B 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labile INR Unstable/high INRs, time in therapeutic range &lt; 60%</td>
<td>L 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elderly Age &gt; 65</td>
<td>E 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drugs or alcohol (1 point each) Antiplatelet agents, NSAIDs, ≥ 8 alcohol drinks/week</td>
<td>D 1 or 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows the components of the HAS-BLED score (Pisters et al, Chest 2010 [45], Camm et al., Eur J H J 2010 [2]), used to assess bleeding risk.
TABLE 5: Net clinical benefit (95% confidence interval) for combinations of CHA\textsubscript{DS}-VASc and HAS-BLED scores on different antithrombotic regimes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HAS-BLED score</th>
<th>Incidence (%/year) of major bleeding events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5</td>
<td>16.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Incidence of major bleedings per HAS-BLED category as seen in non-selected AF patients receiving anticoagulation. N=937 patients. Median follow-up was 952 (IQR: 785-1074) days. C-statistic as a quantitative variable: 0.71 and 0.68 as a dichotomised variable. (Roldan et al., Chest 2013 [52])

Net clinical benefit was calculated as: (ischaemic stroke rate with no treatment – ischaemic stroke rate on treatment) – 1.5*(intracranial haemorrhage rate with treatment – intracranial haemorrhage rate with no treatment), thus balancing ischaemic stroke risk against intracranial haemorrhage. Values greater than zero favour treatment.

These data show that in situations with both a high stroke risk (CHA\textsubscript{DS}-VASc >2) and a high bleeding risk (HAS-BLED>3) treatment with antithrombotics is beneficial. If less than 200 person-years in treatment in a cell the net clinical benefit was not calculated. ASA: acetylsalicylic acid; VKA: vitamin K antagonist.

Adapted from: Olesen et al., Thrombosis and Haemostasis 2011 [46].
Falls are sometimes given as an argument not to anticoagulate a frail patient, yet evidence suggests that patients with low impact falls need to fall a great number of times before it actually increases the bleeding risk. Prospective research, which is more reliable than retrospective comparisons, has shown no additional bleeding risk for patients at high risk of falls who are anti-coagulated [55]. Moreover, patient preferences should not be ignored; some patients are willing to endure many bleeds if that means they can prevent a stroke and its consequences [56]. In general, it should be noted though that with an area under the curve below 70 [49, 52, 53], these risk scores remain less than perfect predictors of individual risk.

**Practical recommendations**

Based on current evidence and experiences, we recommend the following stroke and bleeding risk assessment strategy in primary care in patients who have been diagnosed with AF:

**Stroke and bleeding risk interventions that should be used**

- CHADS₂-VASc score is superior to CHADS₂ score for assessing stroke risk in AF, and should specifically be used to identify who should not receive anticoagulation.
- Alternatively, since CHADS₂ is simpler to use, patients’ risk of stroke can be initially assessed using CHADS₂ but if their score is 1 or less, then a CHA₂DS₂-VASc score should be performed to identify those patients who do not require anticoagulation.
- Patients with a CHA₂DS₂-VASc score of 0 should not be offered antiplatelet or anticoagulation therapy.
- Patients with a CHA₂DS₂-VASc score of 2 or above should be offered anticoagulation. In patients with a CHA₂DS₂-VASc score of 1, consider anticoagulation and base any decision to treat or not treat on patient preference after balancing the benefits with risks of treatment.
- As a second step, HAS-BLED should be used to assess bleeding risk, with the aim of modifying this risk through addressing individual risk factors that can be altered.
- HAS-BLED should not be used to decide whether to offer anticoagulation in someone with a CHA₂DS₂-VASc score of 2 or above, but consider its use to balance the benefits of anticoagulation in patients with a CHA₂DS₂-VASc score of 1.
- On a regular basis, presumed once a year, the risk status of patients with AF should be re-evaluated depending on change in risk factors (change of age category, new hypertension, etc.).

These scoring tools are available on the EPCCS website at: www.epccs.eu

**Alternative risk assessment approaches that may be used:**

- A more pragmatic strong risk application might simply be to consider age, since women over 65 with AF and an additional risk factor qualify for anticoagulation according to CHA₂DS₂-VASc stroke risk stratification, and so do men over 75.
- People under 65 with no additional risk factor to their AF, in contrast, do not need anticoagulation.
- Risk assessment should also be done in patients younger than 65 years of age who have multiple risk factors.

**Additional work recommended in this area / gaps in the evidence:**

- Risk scores, for both stroke and bleeding risk, must continue to be assessed, validated and modified where necessary to ensure accurate predictive values are available to help clinicians to make informed decisions.
- More prospective data to quantify whether fall rates above a threshold increase bleeding risk are needed.

4. **What are the Management Options to Treat Stroke Risk in Atrial Fibrillation?**

What is the evidence for anticoagulation in patients with atrial fibrillation in primary care? Different antithrombotic strategies to prevent stroke in AF have been compared, with Warfarin continuing to be effective and safe in multiple trials. Results from the BAFTA (Birmingham Atrial Fibrillation Treatment of the Aged) Study, a randomised controlled trial comparing Warfarin (target INR: 2.0-3.0) with aspirin (75 mg/day) for stroke prevention in atrial fibrillation in a community population of over 75 years of age, are shown in Table 6. These outcomes support continued use of Warfarin in AF patients in primary care.

**Table 6: Nature of primary events with warfarin or aspirin in an elderly community population with atrial fibrillation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Warfarin n=488</th>
<th>Aspirin n=485</th>
<th>Warfarin vs aspirin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>risk per year</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By severity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatal</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabling-non fatal</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of stroke</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ischaemic</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haemorrhagic</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other intracranial haemorrhage</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic embolism</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of events</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The BAFTA (Birmingham Atrial Fibrillation Treatment of the Aged) Study was a randomised controlled trial comparing warfarin (target INR: 2.0-3.0) with aspirin (75 mg/day) for stroke prevention in atrial fibrillation in a community population of over 75 years of age. Primary events are shown for both treatments, along with the relative risk (RR) for warfarin vs. aspirin. Taken from: Mant et al., Lancet 2007 [61].
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investigated over time. Early studies suggested that antiplatelet agents were effective in reducing stroke risk with one meta-analysis showing acetylsalicylic acid (ASA) reduced the stroke rate by 22% [57], and addition of clopidogrel led to a risk reduction of 28% [58]. Vitamin K antagonists gave a further risk reduction of 43% [59, 60].

A meta-analysis that compared multiple trials that evaluated the efficacy of ASA or warfarin against placebo in SPAF, showed a much larger risk reduction with warfarin vs. placebo, than with ASA vs. placebo [57]. The number needed to treat (NNT) to prevent a stroke with warfarin as primary prevention was 37 and 12 in secondary prevention, while with ASA NNT for primary prevention was 125 and 26 in secondary prevention. In the meta-analysis of data of 2900 patients, 6 intracranial haemorrhages were observed with adjusted-dose warfarin, vs. 3 with control or placebo. 31 extracranial haemorrhages were seen on warfarin, as compared with 17 in controls, yielding a relative risk increase of 66% (95%CI: 18-235), and an absolute risk increase of 0.3%. A relative risk reduction for all-cause mortality of 26% (95%CI: 3-43) was observed, implying an absolute risk reduction of 1.6%. Given the rare nature of safety outcomes, benefits clearly outweighed the risks [57].

The BAFTA study specifically studied an elderly (>75 years old) primary care population, and compared warfarin with ASA in a randomised controlled trial. In this patient population, which is commonly seen in primary care practices, warfarin was clearly more effective than ASA in reducing stroke (see table 6). Risk of stroke per year was 1.6% with warfarin, and 3.4% with ASA, giving a relative risk of 0.46 (95%CI: 0.26-0.79, P=0.003) for warfarin vs. ASA. A non-significant relative risk for systemic embolism of 0.32 (95%CI: 0.01-3.99, P=0.36) was observed when comparing warfarin and ASA (0.1% vs. 0.2% risk per year). Both treatments had low intracranial bleeding rates (0.2% vs. 0.1% per year, relative risk: 1.92 95%CI: 0.10-113.3, P=0.65) (see table 6)[61].

Strokes occurring in the elderly are more likely to originate from the heart, i.e. they are embolic strokes [61]. The data from BAFTA suggest that ASA may be less effective at preventing AF stroke in the elderly, who represent the majority of the AF population. These data were strengthened by the individual patient data (IPD) meta-analysis of the totality of available warfarin and aspirin data in preventing AF stroke by age, which showed that aspirin became less effective and more likely to cause bleeding with increasing age, with no benefits observed beyond 75 [62].

Do patients receive treatment recommended in current guidelines?

A systematic review on the use of anticoagulation in AF revealed that many high-risk patients who were eligible for oral anticoagulation therapy were not treated with oral anticoagulation. In some studies, the proportion of untreated eligible patients amounted to 80% [63].

The Global Anticoagulant Registry in the FIELD (GARFIELD) is an international observational study that is evaluating therapeutic management of patients newly diagnosed with non-valvular AF [64]. The GARFIELD data reveal that 38.0% of patients at high risk of stroke (CHADS\(_2\) score ≥ 2) did not receive anticoagulant therapy, while 42.5% of those at low risk (CHADS\(_2\) score 0) were on anticoagulants. Similarly, 40.7% of patients with a CHA\(_2\)DS\(_2\)-VASc score ≥ 2 did not receive anticoagulant therapy, while 38.7% of low-risk patients with CHA\(_2\)DS\(_2\)-VASc score 0 did receive this therapy. Thus, anticoagulant therapy is often not prescribed according to current stroke risk scores and guidelines, as both over-treatment in patients at low risk, and under-treatment in patients at high risk of stroke were common. The GARFIELD study also examined reasons for not providing anticoagulants when applicable (CHADS\(_2\) score ≥ 2), and found that nearly half of the reasons were related to physician’s choice, rather than patient characteristics [64].

Comorbidity in atrial fibrillation

Patients with AF often have other chronic conditions, which may be a cause or consequence of the arrhythmia or simply co-exist. Multimorbidity increases with age, and is common in people over 65 years old. Patients between 65 and 84 were found to have on average 2.6 (SD: 2.09) morbidities, and 64.9% (95%CI: 64.7-65.1) of people in this age group have multimorbidity. In patients of 85 years and older the mean number of morbidities is 3.62 (SD: 2.30), and 81.5% (95%CI: 81.1-81.9) of individuals have multimorbidity. Socioeconomic deprivation is associated with earlier onset of multimorbidity [28].

The presence of several diseases can limit the optimisation of therapy for any one disease. Patients may need to take many medications, which may interact or have effects on other conditions. Medical specialists traditionally deal with single organ diseases, whereas primary care physicians are well placed to manage complex cases of multimorbidity and polypharmacy in a holistic way to optimise the care of the individual patient.

Stroke risk management in atrial fibrillation patients with rate or rhythm control strategies

In very symptomatic AF patients, it is important to optimise and control heart rate and it may also be appropriate to try to re-establish and maintain sinus-rhythm. Now that all guidelines advocate consideration of the use of antithrombotic therapy in all patients based on risk calculation, it is important to consider that control of rate and rhythm should only be attempted alongside controlling for the stroke risk.

Importantly, antithrombotic therapy should be continued, even if rhythm control is obtained; both the AFFIRM and RACE and other trials showed respectively worse mortality and event-free survival in the rhythm control arm than in the rate control arm, which was mostly driven by higher rates of ischaemic stroke and heart failure [20, 22-24]. Although sinus rhythm was re-established, patients continued to be at risk of stroke. If a decision is taken to stop anticoagulation in primary care, this should only be based on an explicit specialist recommendation and after patient consent.

Practical recommendations

Based on current evidence and experiences, we recommend the following stroke risk reduction management in primary care patients who have been diagnosed with AF:

Management strategies that should or should not be used

- Patients assessed as low risk on the CHA\(_2\)DS\(_2\)-VASc score (0) should not be offered antplatelet or anticoagulation therapy, but may be offered standard advice regarding improving vascular risk factors (smoking cessation, BP and cholesterol control).
- Patients with a CHA\(_2\)DS\(_2\)-VASc score of 2 or above should be offered anticoagulation.

Management strategies that may be used

- In patients with a CHA\(_2\)DS\(_2\)-VASc score of 1, consider anticoagulation and base any decision to treat or not to treat on patient preference after balancing the benefits with risks of treatment. In this situation, the decision to treat with anticoagulation or not should be based upon patient preferences of their primary desire to reduce their stroke risk or to avoid bleeding risk. Since their stroke risk is moderate rather than high, it is also very important to attempt to modify any bleeding risk factors.
- Only in those intolerant of, or refusing, anticoagulation may a combination of anti-platelets be considered (though the bleeding risk of this strategy will approach that of anticoagulation).
5. What are the Therapeutic Options to Treat Stroke Risk in Atrial Fibrillation?

While Vitamin K antagonists (VKAs) and to a lesser extent other antithrombotic agents importantly reduced the risk of stroke in patients with AF, they have several drawbacks and a lot of effort has been dedicated to developing new anticoagulant agents. VKAs require intensive monitoring of International Normalised Ratio (INR) to ensure the drug is effective yet safe by maintaining figures within a therapeutic range (INR target 2.5, range 2-3 for NVAF). Moreover, it is important to achieve INR control above 65% time in therapeutic range (TTR). A study of the UK General Practitioner Research Database showed that good anticoagulation control with TTR > 70% was associated with 79% reduction of stroke and a similar reduction of mortality, as compared with poor TTR [65] (See figure 1). A systematic review into treatment practices for SPAF concluded that most studies documented underuse of VKAs, defined as <70% treatment of high-risk patients, further underscoring the need for improved treatment options. Four new oral anticoagulants (NOACs) are now available, namely dabigatran etexilate, a direct thrombin inhibitor [66, 67], and the direct factor Xa inhibitors apixaban [68][56] rivaroxaban [69] and edoxaban [69, 70]. These new agents represent a valuable addition to current treatment options for SPAF, as outlined below.

Efficacy of NOACS vs. warfarin in non-valvular AF

In recent years, the new classes of anticoagulants have been developed and tested. Data of large trials on their efficacy and safety have been evaluated extensively, including ‘real life’ follow-up data. In several, large randomised controlled trials (RCTs) of AF patients without severe valve disease or mechanical valves, NOACs have been shown to be effective in reducing stroke risk [66-70]. (The study design of SPAF trials with NOACs is summarised in table 7, and patient demographics in table 8). These RCTs were designed as non-inferiority studies; thus powered to show that NOACs are at least as good as warfarin in the prevention of stroke in AF.

In the RE-LY trial, over 18000 patients with non-valvular AF and at least one additional risk factor for stroke were randomised to one of two doses of dabigatran (110 mg or 150 mg twice daily) or warfarin dose

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Dabigatran</th>
<th>Rivaroxaban</th>
<th>Apixaban</th>
<th>Edoxaban</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>RE-LY</td>
<td>ROCKET-AF</td>
<td>ARISTOTLE</td>
<td>ENGAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Follow-up</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>1.9 years</td>
<td>1.8 years</td>
<td>2.8 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population size</td>
<td>&gt;18000</td>
<td>&gt;14000</td>
<td>&gt;18000</td>
<td>&gt;21000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusion (CHADS2)</td>
<td>nonvalvular AF + 1 risk factor</td>
<td>nonvalvular AF +2 risk factors (moderate to high risk)</td>
<td>nonvalvular AF + 1 risk factor</td>
<td>nonvalvular AF with CHADS2 &gt; 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary endpoint</td>
<td>stroke and SE</td>
<td>stroke and SE</td>
<td>stroke and SE</td>
<td>stroke and SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warfarin comparator INR control (mean TTR)</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>68,40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PROBE: prospective randomised open blinded endpoint, SE: systemic embolism.

| Table 8: Patient demographics of the large SPAF trials evaluating NOACs vs. warfarin. |
|-----------------------------------------------|---------------|--------------|-----------|
|                                | RE-LY | ROCKET-AF | ARISTOTLE | ENGAGE |
| n=                              | 18113 | 14264     | 9120      | 21105   |
| Median age                      | 71    | 73        | 70        | 72      |
| Prior stroke, SE or TIA         | 20%   | 55%       | 19%       | 28%     |
| Hypertension                    | 79%   | 91%       | 87%       | 94%     |
| CHF                             | 32%   | 63%       | 35%       | 57%     |
| Diabetes mellitus               | 23%   | 40%       | 21%       | 36%     |
| CHADS2-score                    | 2.1   | 3.5       | 2.1       | 2.8     |
| % renally impaired (CrCl 30-50 ml/min) | ~19% | 21%       | 15%       | 19%     |
| % non-paroxysmal AF patients    | ~67%  | 82%       | 85%       | ~75%    |

SE: systemic embolism, TIA: transient ischaemic attack, CHF: congestive heart failure, CrCl: creatinin clearance
of ischaemic or haemorrhagic stroke or SE was seen at a rate of 1.27% per year in patients on apixaban, as compared to 1.60% per year in the warfarin group [68]. Two once-daily doses of edoxaban were compared with warfarin in over 21105 patients with moderate-to-high risk AF in the ENGAGE AF-TIMI 48 trial. The annual rate of stroke or SE in the intention-to-treat population was 1.80% with warfarin, 1.57% with high-dose edoxaban and 2.04% with low-dose edoxaban [70].

Thus, with regard to stroke and SE, high-dose dabigatran yields 34% relative risk reduction as compared to warfarin (RR: 0.66, 95%CI: 0.53-0.82, P<0.001 for superiority) [66, 67], apixaban 21% (HR: 0.79, 95%CI: 0.66-0.95, P<0.001 for noninferiority and P=0.01 for superiority) [68], rivaroxaban 12% (HR: 0.88, 95%CI: 0.74-1.03, P=0.001 for noninferiority, P=0.12 for superiority) [60, 69], and high-dose edoxaban showed a trend of 13% risk reduction (HR:0.87, 97.5%CI: 0.73-1.04, P=0.08) [70].

A comparison of stroke rates in patients randomised to apixaban or aspirin, who were deemed unsuitable for VKA, demonstrated that apixaban was significantly more effective at reducing stroke and SE than aspirin alone (HR: 0.45, 95%CI: 0.32-0.62) [71]. Thus, standard of care for SPAF is true anticoagulation, not aspirin or other types of antiplatelet therapy.

When combining all data of the first three large trials studying NOACs (RE-LY, ROCKET-AF and ARISTOTLE), NOACs were found to be at least as effective as VKA; risk of haemorrhagic stroke was consistently lower in patients receiving NOACs (HRs ranging from 0.3 to 0.6 in individual studies). Absolute risks of haemorrhagic stroke were 0.10% per year with dabigatran 150 mg vs. 0.38% per year with warfarin, 0.26% per year with rivaroxaban vs. 0.44% per year with warfarin, and 0.24% vs. 0.47 per year with apixaban vs. warfarin [60]. The absolute risk difference was estimated to be 8 fewer deaths and 4 fewer haemorrhagic strokes for

adjusted to INR 2.0-3.0. The rate of stroke and systemic embolism (SE) was 1.69% per year on warfarin, 1.53% per year on dabigatran 110 mg, and 1.11% per year on dabigatran 150 mg [67]. The advantage of dabigatran over warfarin was greater at centres with poor INR control than in those with good INR control [66]. In the ROCKET-AF trial, over 14000 patients with non-valvular AF who were at increased risk for stroke were randomised to daily dose of 20 mg rivaroxaban or dose-adjusted warfarin (target INR: 2.0-3.0). The primary outcome of stroke or SE occurred in 2.1% of patients per year in the intention-to-treat rivaroxaban group, and in 2.4% of patients per year on warfarin [69]. In ARISTOTLE, over 18000 patients with non-valvular AF who were at increased risk for stroke were randomised to apixaban 5 mg twice daily, or warfarin (target INR: 2.0-3.0). The primary outcome

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Event rate (%/year)</th>
<th>Relative risk vs. warfarin (RR (95%CI))</th>
<th>Event rate (%/year)</th>
<th>Relative risk vs. warfarin (RR (95%CI))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>warfarin</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dabigatran 110 mg</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>0.80 (0.69-0.93, P=0.003)</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dabigatran 150 mg</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>0.93 (0.81-1.07, P=0.31)</td>
<td>1.151</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>major/clinically relevant bleeding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warfarin</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apixaban</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.69 (0.60-0.80, P&lt;0.001)</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.89 (0.70-1.15, P=0.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warfarin</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rivaroxaban</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.04 (0.90-1.20, P=0.58)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>data not given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warfarin</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low-dose edoxaban</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>0.47 (0.41-0.55, P&lt;0.001)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high-dose edoxaban</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>0.80 (0.71-0.91, P&lt;0.001)</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gi: gastrointestinal

Figure 1. Percent of patients free from stroke over time, stratified by time spent in therapeutic range (INR 2.0 – 3.0). Adapted from Gallagher et al., Thromb and Haem. 2011 [65]

### TABLE 9: Safety outcomes in the RE-LY, ROCKET-AF, ARISTOTLE and ENGAGE trials, in AF patients randomised to a NOAC or warfarin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Relative risk vs. warfarin (RR (95%CI))</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Relative risk vs. warfarin (RR (95%CI))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>major bleeding</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warfarin</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apixaban</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.89 (0.70-1.15, P=0.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warfarin</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.67 (0.47-0.93, p=0.02)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rivaroxaban</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.04 (0.90-1.20, P=0.58)</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warfarin</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>0.67 (0.66-1.17, P=0.37)</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low-dose edoxaban</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>0.30 (0.21-0.43, P=0.001)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high-dose edoxaban</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>0.47 (0.34-0.63, P=0.001)</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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every 1000 patients treated with a NOAC as compared with adjusted-dose warfarin over approximately 2 years of treatment [72]. The first meta-analysis that also included data of the ENGAGE AF-TIMI 48 trial comparing edoxaban with warfarin corroborated the large reduction in haemorrhagic stroke (130 events in 29292 (0.44%) people receiving NOACs vs. 263 event in 29221 (0.90%) persons on warfarin, RR on combined data: 0.49, 95%CI: 0.38-0.64[73]. Reduction in haemorrhagic stroke appeared the main driver behind the reduction in the composite of stroke (ischaemic plus haemorrhagic) and systemic embolism events in the combined data (911 events in 29312 (3.1%) individuals receiving NOACs vs 1107 events in 29229 (3.8%) people on warfarin, RR: 0.81, 95%CI: 0.73-0.91, P<0.0001[73]. Dabigatran 150 mg appears similarly effective at reducing stroke and systemic embolism in AF as the lower dose of 110 mg (annual rates were 1.46% and 1.60% respectively, HR: 0.91, 95%CI: 0.69-1.20, in patients enrolled in RELY-ABLE, which included up to four years of follow-up [74]. The efficacy of dabigatran has also been evaluated in each clinical indication within routine practice in a large post-approval clinical cohort. Dabigatran was as effective as warfarin in reducing stroke in these real world patients with AF [75].

The systematic review [72] that evaluated the results of RE-LY, ROCKET-AF and ARISTOTLE, thus NOACs with warfarin, concluded that overall mortality was decreased in patients taking NOACs (risk difference estimated to be 8 (95%CI: 3-11) fewer deaths per 1000 patients, RR: 0.88, 95%CI: 0.82-0.96). In the meta-analysis that also included ENGAGE AF-TIMI 48 all-cause mortality was also significantly reduced with NOACs (2022 events in 29229 patients (6.9%)) vs. warfarin (2245 events in 29221 patients (7.7%), RR: 0.90, 95%CI: 0.85-0.95, P=0.0003) [73].

Safety of NOACs vs. warfarin
Anticoagulation comes with an inherent bleeding risk, thus bleeding events were closely monitored and documented in the NOAC trials. Safety outcomes for the respective NOAC trials are shown in table 9. When considering the separate trial data, NOACs were at least as safe, or safer, than warfarin with respect to major bleeding. A lower risk of intracranial bleeds was consistently seen with NOACs as compared with warfarin. A borderline significantly higher risk of gastrointestinal (GI) bleeds was seen with high-dose dabigatran, rivaroxaban, and high-dose edoxaban, while low-dose edoxaban was associated with a lower risk of GI bleeds. No significant differences in the risk of GI bleeds were seen with low-dose dabigatran and apixaban. A tendency towards a higher risk of myocardial infarction (MI) was seen with low-dose dabigatran, while the higher dose of this NOAC was associated with a statistically significantly higher risk of MI (see Table 9). The other NOACs did not show statistically significantly altered risks of MI as compared with warfarin (see Table 9).

When combining all data of the first three large trials, namely RELY, ROCKET-AF and ARISTOTLE, on direct thrombin inhibitors and Factor Xa inhibitors fatal bleeds were found to be significantly reduced in comparison to anticoagulation with warfarin (RR: 0.60, 95%CI: 0.46-0.77, estimated risk difference is 1 fewer death per 1000 patients). Reduction in major bleeds did not reach statistical significance (RR: 0.80, 95% CI: 0.63-1.01)[60, 72]. The meta-analysis of the RELY, ROCKET-AF, ARISTOTLE and ENGAGE trials showed a non-significant reduction of major bleedings with high-dose NOACs vs warfarin (1541 events in 29287 (5.3%) patients on NOACs vs. 1802 events in 29211 (6.2%) patients on warfarin, RR: 0.86, 95%CI: 0.73-1.00, P=0.06), while a substantial reduction was observed in intracranial haemorrhage was observed (204 events in 29287 (0.70%) patients on NOAC vs. 425 events in 29211 (1.45%) patients on warfarin, RR: 0.48, 95%CI: 0.39-0.59, P<0.0001)[70, 73]. The data of individual trials have been summarised in table 9.

While dabigatran 150 mg was more effective at stroke prevention than 110 mg, this was at the cost of major bleeding (HR: 1.20, 95%CI: 1.07-1.35). There was no difference between the two doses for the rate of haemorrhagic stroke (HR: 0.91, 95% CI: 0.50-1.64), in patients in the RE-LY and RELY-ABLE cohorts [74].

GI bleeds may be more common in patients who are treated with NOACs (RR: 1.30, 95%CI: 0.97-1.73) [72]. An increased risk of severe GI bleedings with NOACs as compared with warfarin was also documented in a systematic review and meta-analysis of studies with various clinical indications of anticoagulant therapy, namely prevention of stroke and SE in AF; prevention of venous thromboembolism after orthopaedic surgery or in medically ill patients, and treatment of acute deep vein thrombosis or pulmonary embolism and treatment of acute coronary syndrome. (ACS) (pooled OR: 1.45, 95%CI: 1.07-1.97) [76]. It should be noted that substantial heterogeneity exists between patient subgroups and studies, and the pooling of various patient populations has been criticised. The risk of GI bleeds was highest for patients treated for thrombosis (acute coronary syndrome and deep vein thrombosis/pulmonary embolism, 5.3% in patients on NOACs and 1.0% in controls) and an increase in GI bleeding risk was seen for patients receiving NOACs for AF (2.1% with NOACs vs. 1.6% in control groups). A higher risk of clinically relevant bleedings, which included GI bleeds, was associated with use of NOACs, as compared with standard care (OR: 1.16, 95%CI: 1.00-1.34).

In a sensitivity analysis that excluded studies comparing NOACs with placebo, thus comparing treatment with NOACs with standard care, the rate of overall clinically relevant bleeds was not increased (OR: 0.98, 95%CI: 0.88-1.10) [76]. The meta-analysis of all NOAC RCTs also showed that NOACs were associated with a higher rate of GI bleeds (751 events in 29287 (2.6%) patients on NOACs vs. 591 events in 29211 (2.0%) warfarin-treated patients, RR: 1.25, 95%CI: 1.01-1.55, P=0.0430) [70].

The risk of MI appears to be increased with dabigatran compared to warfarin (RR: 1.35, 95%CI: 0.99-1.85), but not with the Factor Xa inhibitors (RR: 0.84, 95%CI: 0.70-1.01) [72]. The increased rate of MI appears to be a class effect of direct Thrombin inhibitors, rather than an effect specific to dabigatran [77]. A protective effect of warfarin against MI had been proposed [78], but a meta-analysis found no evidence for such a benefit of warfarin [77]. Both meta-analyses of the NOAC trials did not find a difference in the rate of MI with NOACs vs. warfarin on combined data of all trials evaluated (RR: 0.95, 95%CI: 0.81-1.11 [72] and RR: 0.97, 95%CI: 0.78-1.20) [70].

Post-marketing experiences
Matched cohort analyses of the Danish National Patient and Prescription Register show no evidence for a higher rate of stroke, systemic embolism, major bleeding and GI bleeding in patients receiving dabigatran as compared to warfarin. Hazard ratios for MI, pulmonary embolism, and intracranial bleeding are in favour of dabigatran [75].

Hence, these real world data do not confirm the previously observed increased MI rate associated with dabigatran [72, 77]. It should be noted, however, that these analyses do not account for possible confounding by indication of prescription.

A Food and Drug Administration (FDA) analysis used insurance databases to look at how the number of dabigatran-related bleeds related to reporting and to the actual number of warfarin-related bleeds. They considered the number of events in relation to exposure time to either drug [79]. Gastrointestinal haemorrhage was seen in 1.6 per 100,000 days at risk in dabigatran vs. 3.5 in warfarin. Similarly, incidences of intracranial haemorrhage were 0.8 and 2.4 per 100,000 days at risk in dabigatran vs. warfarin respectively. The FDA authors
believed that ‘the large number of reported cases of bleeding associated with dabigatran provides a salient example of stimulated reporting’ [79]. This is something to keep in mind when confronted with concerns about the safety of the new anticoagulants: bleeding events on VKAs are no longer actively reported.

Overall, in terms of balancing risks and benefits, the balance appears favourable for the NOACs as compared to VKA from trial and post-marketing surveillance data to date. Nevertheless, many clinicians remain reluctant to prescribe NOACs. A prevailing concern is that currently no antidotes exist for NOACs, with which the anticoagulant effects could be reversed in the event of bleeding. This and other potential barriers to use are considered in the next section.

NOACs and mechanical valves (without AF)
The recent RE-ALIGN study reported that dabigatran should not be used in patients with mechanical heart valves, since more thromboembolic and bleeding events were observed in patients on dabigatran, than in the warfarin-treated patients (to a higher target INR than in NVAF) in this study [21]. RE-ALIGN was a dose-validation study in patients who had undergone aortic or mitral valve replacement. The study was stopped prematurely after the enrolment of 252 patients. 9 patients experienced ischaemic stroke in the dabigatran arm (5%), while this did not occur in the warfarin arm. Major bleeding occurred in 7 (4%) and 2 (2%) patients in the respective groups. In NVAF, thrombin generation is believed to be triggered by stasis and endothelial dysfunction, and thrombi typically form in the left atrial appendage under low-flow, low shear conditions. In patients with a mechanical heart valve however, coagulation activation and thrombin generation is believed to be induced by the release of tissue factor from damaged tissue as a consequence of surgery, or by the exposure of blood to the artificial surface of the valve leaflets and sewing ring, which may activate the contact pathway of coagulation. Warfarin may be more effective than dabigatran at suppressing coagulation activity, since it inhibits activation of both these pathways. Also, in the common coagulation pathway, warfarin inhibits synthesis of factor X and thrombin, while dabigatran only inhibits thrombin [21]. Since differences in the working mechanisms of warfarin and dabigatran likely explain the difference in effect and safety, Factor Xa inhibitors may not be suitable alternatives for warfarin either and should not be used for patients with mechanical heart valves.

Potential barriers to NOAC use
Reversibility of the anticoagulant effect
While VKAs can be reversed with vitamin K, for the moment no reversal strategies exist for NOACs. It should be noted however, that administration of vitamin K, even when given intravenously, takes several hours to have an effect on the INR [80]. Studies on the efficacy of vitamin K and clinical bleeding are not available. In an emergency bleeding situation, some prefer the immediate effect of prothrombin complex concentrate (PCC), in combination with vitamin K, although there are wide variations between countries. If an increased INR is seen in a patient on VKA, INR can be decreased both by giving a fixed dose or an INR-guided dose [81]. Over 90% of successful clinical outcomes were achieved for Dutch patients treated with PCC after they presented with acute bleeds [81]. However, other observational data on haemoptoma growth or clinical outcome of warfarin-associated intracranial haemorrhage treated with PCC are conflicting, and clinical trial data are lacking. Generally, they show that progression is poor when there is an intracranial bleed on VKA and INR is reversed [82, 83]. It is suggested that INR correction alone may not be sufficient to alter prognosis after anticoagulation-associated intracranial haemorrhage [82]. Although there are no specific antidotes yet for NOACs, nonspecific reversal strategies may be applied. The same PCC or recombinant factor VII can be given. Since randomised placebo-controlled clinical trials are considered unethical, evidence relies on clinical experience and case series. One study showed the potential of PCC to normalise coagulation tests (prothrombin time: PT) in non-bleeding volunteers who received rivaroxaban 20 mg BID for two and a half days, while on placebo PT did not normalise except for the expected effect of clearance of the drug [84]. No reversal of activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT) was seen in non-bleeding volunteers on dabigatran [84]. PCC was shown to have the potential to stop bleeding in different animal models, also when treated with dabigatran [85-87].

A large advantage of NOACs in comparison to VKAs is that NOACs have a much shorter half-life. Thus, the duration of the effect is much shorter, thereby decreasing the need for an antidote. Clinical impact of major bleeds, as seen by for instance mortality, or the need for hospitalisation or intensive care unit stay, indeed appears to be less with the new oral anticoagulants than with VKAs, despite the fact that an antidote exists for the latter [88]. Specific antidotes are currently under development, such as an antibody against dabigatran [89] and recombinant factor Xa [90]. Until these reversal agents have been developed and found effective, the European Heart Rhythm Association (EHRA) gives practical guidelines on how to reverse the risks and manage minor or severe bleeding in patients taking NOACs [91]. Thus, the lack of reversibility remains an issue, but it should not necessarily prevent the use of NOACs. The risk benefit needs to be weighed up and discussed with patients on an individual basis.

Costs
A study performed in the United Kingdom found apixaban to be a cost-effective alternative to warfarin in VKA suitable and VKA unsuitable patients respectively. With apixaban projected to increase life expectancy and quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) as compared to warfarin and aspirin, the estimated incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) was GBP 11909 and GBP 7196 per QALY gained with these respective agents [92]. A Belgian study investigating the cost-effectiveness of rivaroxaban vs. warfarin found an ICER of EURO 8809 per QALY or EURO 7493 per life-year gained. Thus, in a Belgian healthcare setting rivaroxaban seems to be a cost-effective alternative to warfarin for SPAF [93]. A Spanish study investigating the cost-effectiveness of dabigatran vs. warfarin found an ICER of EURO 17581 per QALY and EURO 14118 per QALY when compared to the real-world prescribing pattern [94]. Another study examined cost utility of NOACs in the German market and in comparison to other countries, based on outcome data of the RE-LY, ROCKET-AF and ARISTOTLE trials. From a German public healthcare insurance perspective, current market costs are high in relation to the quality of life gained. The authors note, however, that these results based on clinical studies remain to be confirmed under real life conditions [95].

While they may still be more expensive than VKA, INR monitoring is also expensive. Logistics and available resources may vary between countries by region and will determine specific cost-effect balances. Cost-effectiveness of AF-related stroke prevention strategies is being explored, and efforts are dedicated to determine the impact of NOACs on health economics. Available evidence suggests that NOACs are a cost-effective alternative to warfarin with regard to efficacy and safety, although the final balance will depend on individual healthcare settings [96]. Comparisons between NOACs are now starting to emerge.

Emerging real-life data
There is much concern about patients in real world practice being older
and having more co-morbidities than patients included in the trials. Although it is inevitable that selected groups are employed in trials, this does not necessarily mean that the data are not generalisable to broader patient populations.

Subgroup analyses of RE-LY patients over 80 years old show similar results to the entire cohort [97]. The subgroup of very elderly was still of substantial size, thus providing fairly trustworthy results. Use of warfarin, on the other hand, at the time of introduction over 50 years ago, was based on smaller trials and a more select population. Therefore, the current trials, which include data on the very elderly and high-risk patients, may suffice for current recommendations in varying patient populations.

Real-life data on the use of VKAs have shown that warfarin is the most commonly implicated medication leading to an emergency department visit, with aspirin and clopidogrel following closely behind [98].

A substudy from RE-LY showed that dabigatran 150 mg lost its superiority over warfarin in reduction of stroke in countries where centre time in therapeutic range (or TTR) control with VKAs was fairly good [66]. In countries where TTR achieved with VKA is low, dabigatran performed better than VKAs. It is less clear whether a similar trend occurs with rivaroxaban and apixaban, due to limited statistical power of these substudies [99].

Hence, if good INR can be achieved, VKA is a very effective drug [66, 99]. TTR is an important aspect to consider. Preferences for NOACs will likely be based on a reduction of harm. Major bleeding rates of 2% per treatment year have been seen in the context of a well-established thrombosis service such as the one that has existed for decades in The Netherlands [100].

Treatment adherence
A possible perceived drawback of NOACs is that patients no longer need to be monitored. Certainly, this can be positive for patients, but physicians may think that compliance will diminish if patients are not seen regularly. Indeed, ‘white coat adherence’ has been demonstrated to exist, referring to better treatment adherence in the days before an appointment with a medical specialist. INR monitoring might give an indication of treatment adherence, although it has not been evaluated whether measuring INR indeed improves adherence.

Due to the shorter half-life of NOACs as compared to VKAs, compliance is very important. Preliminary studies have shown that treatment adherence to dabigatran is reasonably high with 80% of patients showing good adherence (adherence defined by the proportion of daily doses dispensed in a given time interval after prescription, adherence of at least 80% was considered good), based on pharmacy visits, dispensation data and interviews [101]. Physicians may spend extra time when prescribing a new type of drug, which could facilitate adherence. As a consequence of the shorter half-life, patients are no longer in the effective dose range if NOAC treatment is missed for one day [102]. It is therefore extremely important for physicians to emphasise the need for daily treatment adherence, perhaps more so than is the case with for instance antihypertensives and statins.

An advantage of NOACs may lie in their fixed dose, as compared to VKA doses that need to be adjusted based on INR measurements. It should not be underestimated that although the new agents are more convenient, they are still powerful anticoagulants. In the absence of INR monitoring they should still be treated with the same respect as a VKA. A dosage box with all a patient’s medications to dispense may facilitate compliance (although not for dabigatran which requires original packaging). Rivaroxaban needs to be taken with food since taking on an empty stomach may reduce therapeutic drug levels by up to 40%. In summary, NOACs are at least as safe as or safer than VKA. Barriers for implementation still exist but these may improve with the growing body of trial data on safety and subgroup analyses. Moreover, generalisability may expand as a result of having more registries. In addition, growing confidence in reversal strategies should facilitate implementation.

Practical recommendations
Based on current evidence and experiences, we recommend the following anticoagulation treatment strategy in a primary care setting:

Management strategies that should be used
- All AF patients at high risk of stroke should be offered anticoagulation.
- In patients with mechanical valves or severe valve disease (defined by a specialist), this anticoagulation should be high intensity VKA.
- For patients with AF but without mechanical valves or clinically significant valve disease, both warfarin, to adjusted INR target of 2.5, and NOACs are anticoagulant options.
- NOACs represent more convenient, at least as safe, and at least equally effective option in the prevention of stroke in AF compared to VKAs, including in elderly patients. However, on the basis of cost and access issues, NOACs and VKAs both represent good treatment options for SPAF.
- Patients should be fully counselled, including written information, on the risks and benefits of anticoagulation or on changing to or initiating a NOAC.
- Patient preferences should guide decision-making over whether to initiate anticoagulation, and on what to prescribe, including estimation of a patient’s compliance.
- The patient groups in whom use of a NOAC is preferable to warfarin are patients who are unable or unwilling to take warfarin, and patients who are difficult to maintain at a stable INR (less than 65% time in therapeutic range).
- If prescribing NOACs, the importance of treatment adherence must be emphasised. Compliance may be facilitated with the use of a dosage box, except for dabigatran, which should only be dispensed in its original packaging (although dabigatran is available in blister packages so, if desired, individual doses can be cut out with their original blister preserved and put in dosage box).

Management strategies that may be used
- ASA alone has no role in SPAF.
- In patients at all ages who are unable or unwilling to take VKAs or NOACs, ASA may be used in combination with clopidogrel as antiplatelet therapy to prevent stroke.

Additional work recommended in this area / gaps in the evidence:
- Information on the proportion of ineligible individuals in trials is often missing in publications. Knowing not only who was included in trials, but also who was not, and why not, gives important information on the generalisability of trial results. Future studies will therefore need to include data on individuals who were not enrolled in a trial, including the reasons why.
- An outstanding question is how NOACs will behave with regard to multi-morbidity, and whether they interact with other types of medication. A registry-based real-world observational study that compares NOACs with VKA, including patients with different co-morbidities associated with older age (renal impairment, cognitive decline) is warranted. This will help judge the actual value of those agents in AF patients who are commonly seen in daily general
practice. However, the large evidence base to date shows NOACs have much lower rates of drug, and no food, interactions compared to warfarin.

- Future studies should also monitor renal function closely. This may be more significant with dabigatran, which is substantially renally excreted. Indeed there is current controversy over whether monitoring dabigatran blood levels might be safer for patients than adjusting to one of the two fixed doses merely by renal clearance and age [103-106].
- Furthermore, better insight into the consequences of poor treatment adherence and how compliance might be improved is welcomed.

6. Practical Considerations for Atrial Fibrillation Stroke Prevention in Primary Care

A large evidence base on the effectiveness of warfarin regimes, the limitations of anti-platelets, and the licensing of several new anticoagulants, has meant that traditional management strategies of SPAF have been challenged in recent years. In response, the ESC published the 2012 focused update of the 2010 ESC Guidelines for the management of atrial fibrillation [1] and several European countries have developed national guidelines on how to manage SPAF [3]. Some of these guidelines recommend NOACs above warfarin (ESC 2012, [1]), while others are more conservative or have not considered this directly. However, most of these guidelines have not specifically addressed the management of SPAF, including the role of NOACs, from a primary care perspective.

This EPCCS consensus statement aims to offer guidance on anticoagulation treatment strategy in a primary care setting. We based our recommendations on the existing European guidelines, available evidence and our clinical experience. The ESC 2012 focused update of the 2010 ESC Guidelines for the management of atrial fibrillation [1] served as a starting point, which we adapted for primary care. We also considered the recently updated NICE guideline [3], which recommends that NOACs are an alternative option to warfarin to reduce the number of AF patients dying or becoming impaired due to stroke, since these agents require less monitoring and fewer dose adjustments. According to NICE, NOACs are indicated in AF patients with CHA2DS2-VASc of 2 or higher, while taking into account their bleeding risk. Further local adaptations of our recommendations may apply, based on healthcare organisation or available resources and local circumstances will determine what is best for a given patient.

There is still evidence that over- and under-treatment is common in stroke prevention for patients with AF. It is important that patients are diagnosed, stroke risk assessed and then appropriate therapy is offered to ensure as many strokes as possible are avoided, whilst also minimising harm from any intervention. The practicalities of screening, diagnosis, stroke risk assessment, treatment initiation, monitoring and, where appropriate, cessation of therapy will need to be determined at a local level according to the structure of the healthcare system and expertise of the team.

The following patient pathway may be helpful for any healthcare team managing stroke prevention in patients with AF:

Finding the patient with atrial fibrillation

The consequences of AF and subsequent stroke risk are substantial. Clinicians should be alert to the patient with possible AF. Anyone with symptoms suggestive of AF should have a pulse check. The feasibility and benefit of opportunistic screening for AF within the healthcare context should also be considered.

Making the diagnosis of atrial fibrillation

Any patient with an irregular pulse will need an ECG to confirm or rule out AF. If symptoms are intermittent, a longer heart rhythm record may be required. The ECG should be read by someone trained and competent to do so. This may exist within primary care or may require secondary care input. Debate remains about whether or not to refer a patient with suspected or diagnosed AF to secondary, specialist care. When AF is symptomatic or with complications, referral to a cardiologist should be considered, according to the ESC. A structured follow-up plan, developed by the specialist, should be provided prior to discharge back to the GP [2]. All of these recommendations are consensus-driven, due to lack of evidence. If patients are asymptomatic, the clinical skills of the primary care team will determine whether or not the patient can be safely managed within primary care.

Dutch primary care guidelines suggest referral to a cardiologist for AF patients younger than 65, while older patients can often be managed in general practice. Moreover, when cardiac co-morbidity is suspected or in the case of poor response to treatment, consultation with a cardiologist is advised. However, even within The Netherlands regional differences exist, since primary and secondary care get together and decide on the best way to go about AF care in that specific region. Certain regions have developed AF outpatient clinics at hospitals. A clear management plan will be required, whatever the setting, and patients should be followed up regularly.

Risk assessment

The CHA2DS2-VASc score is simple and should be used to assess stroke risk in patients with AF and the HAS-BLED score can be used to identify modifiable risk factors to minimise harm from bleeding. The location and clinician carrying out this assessment will also vary by healthcare system. The GP has the benefit of having all of the details from the patient’s medical record at hand and often a longitudinal relationship with the patient. The risks and benefits of anticoagulation must be discussed in detail with the patient, in a format that they can understand and with written information where possible, to ensure a patient-centred informed decision is made.

Preferable anticoagulant

Different regional guidelines indicate different preferences for the type of anticoagulants that should be given to patients with AF. While some guidelines still consider VKAs as first line treatment, others prefer NOACs, unless patients are stable on VKAs. Variability is large among European countries. Section 4 and 5 above summarise the existing evidence for both VKA and NOACs. The risks and benefits of each drug should be discussed in detail with the patient to ensure the most effective and safe drug is chosen for the individual. The availability of some drugs may be limited by the funding available within the healthcare system.

NOAC use and impaired renal function

One of the consistently reported caveats of NOAC use in stroke prevention in AF is the concurrent risk of impaired renal function. Chronic kidney disease (CKD) and AF impose a mutually linked and deteriorating correlation: AF is common in patients with CKD, and the prevalence increases (up to ~20%) with further impairment of the renal function; yet also the risk of end-stage renal failure is increased if AF is concurrently present [107]. Thus, antithrombotic management in AF patients with concurrent CKD is not uncommon and poses physicians a difficult dilemma given that bleeding complications are also more
common with anticoagulant use and CKD.

Although these observations certainly are also true for traditional vitamin K antagonist, we have considerable experience in monitoring anticoagulant use in patients with CKD (with often more frequent INR monitoring applied) [108]. Moreover, the liver predominantly eliminates these agents.

In terms of NOAC use, a differentiation needs to be made between the direct thrombin inhibitor dabigatran, and the Factor Xa inhibitors (rivaroxaban, apixaban, edoxaban (not licensed yet in Europe)). The former agent is notably eliminated by the kidney (for ~80%), whereas the other agents are also cleared by the liver (renal elimination ~20 to 40%).

This means that dabigatran is contra-indicated in those with moderate to severe renal impairment (creatinine clearance or estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) < 30 ml/min; this was an exclusion criterion in the RE-LY trial). Although the factor Xa inhibitors are not formally contra-indicated in patients with renal impairment, caution is also warranted for these agents. Renal impairment is known to cause significant fluctuations in plasma levels, and thus may interfere with both efficacy and safety outcomes. This finding is backed-up by FDA reports on adverse effects with NOAC use: reported adverse events with NOAC use predominantly occurred in the elderly (median age, 80 years), and in those with renal impairment [72].

Consequently, both the FDA and the European Medicine Agency have recommended prescribers evaluate kidney function annually, at least for dabigatran, in those aged > 75 years and/or in those with a creatinine clearance < 50 ml/min. This leads us to provide the following recommendations:

**Recommendations:**
- NOACs are best not initiated in those with a creatinine clearance or eGFR < 30 ml/min; dabigatran is specifically contra-indicated <30 ml/min, but caution is also needed for the factor Xa inhibitors (which are contraindicated <15 ml/min) given the expected fluctuations in plasma levels and the subsequent expected impact on both the safety and efficacy profile of these drugs combined with a lack of monitoring of anticoagulant dosing.
- In those patients with renal impairment where a Factor Xa inhibitor is prescribed, rivaroxaban dose should be reduced to 15mg daily where eGFR is 15-49 ml/min and apixaban dose should be reduced to 2.5mg bd where eGFR is 15-29 ml/min. These dosage recommendations do slightly vary by country and therefore should be checked locally.
- In those patients with renal impairment where NOACs are prescribed, creatinine clearance should be monitored at least annually in those > 75 years of age, and/or in those with a known creatinine clearance < 50 ml/min.

**Initiating and monitoring treatment**

The process of initiation and monitoring of anticoagulation will vary according to healthcare system and local expertise and is beyond the scope of this document. The European Heart Rhythm Association (EHRA) has produced guidance on the use of new oral anticoagulants in patients with non-valvular AF, which are summarised in section 7 of this document [91]. The product characteristics of each drug are also crucial in considering dosage, side effects and advice on how treatments should be initiated or changed. The patients other medical problems and concomitant medications must also be considered when deciding which anticoagulant to choose and how often monitoring is required. EHRA furthermore proposes a patient information card, to be carried by those patients treated with NOACs. This uniform card is helpful and crucial for both patient and health care professionals. It includes instructions on correct intake and contact information of the anticoagulant prescriber or clinic in case of questions for the patient, and information on renal function, follow-up schedule, concomitant medication, etcetera for health care workers, as different care-takers are likely involved. The card proposed by EHRA can be downloaded from www.NOACforAF.eu [91]. All recommendations given in the current consensus document are summarised in the flow chart in figure 2 for easy reference.

**Figure 2: Flow chart of recommendations.**

1. **Opportunistic Case-Finding**
   - Pulse Palpitation
   - In all patients over 65 years old and anyone routinely receiving cardiovascular follow-up

2. **Diagnosis**
   - 12-lead ECG: confirm or rule out AF
   - Referral to cardiologist (if symptomatic AF/comlications)

3. **Risk Assessment**
   - HAS-BLED score: identify modifiable risk factors to minimise bleeding risk
   - CHA2DS2-VASc score: assess stroke risk

4. **Anticoagulation Therapy**
   - VKA
   - NOACs (rivaroxaban, apixaban, edoxaban, etc.)

5. **Monitoring Treatment**
   - Management of stroke prevention in atrial fibrillation as recommended in this document. Strength of recommendations is indicated by colour, with in **light blue**-text interventions that may be considered. See text for explanation of HAS-BLED and CHA2DS2-VASc scores. AF: atrial fibrillation, OACs: oral anticoagulants, NOACs: novel oral anticoagulants, ASA: acetyl salicylic acid, VKA: vitamin K antagonists

6. **7. Practical Guidance on the Use of NOACs**

The EHRA has assembled an excellent practical guide on the use of NOACs, to help physicians use NOACs in specific clinical situations [91]. The different clinical scenarios, as outlined in the EHRA practical guide, are summarised below for both physician and patients to learn how to use these new agents safely and effectively.

The clinical scenario titles are listed below, but for detailed information on these clinical situations, please refer to the original document. Also refer to www.NOACforAF.eu for the latest updated information, as new information may have become available after publication of the EHRA guide.

**Clinical scenarios to consider for safe and effective use of NOACs:**

1. Establishing a structured start-up and follow-up scheme for patients on NOACs, to ensure safe and effective drug intake. The
EHRA patient information card is intended to document each visit, and observations and treatment decisions made. Follow-up may be performed by the initiators of anticoagulant treatment, an anticoagulant clinic, or the GP. At follow-up, compliance should be checked (patient should bring remaining pills), as well as the occurrence of thrombo-embolic events, bleeding events or other side effects. The use of co-medication and over-the-counter drugs should be interrogated, and the need for blood sampling should be considered. In case of problems, the initiators of anticoagulant treatment should be contacted.

While NOACs do not need routine monitoring of coagulation, in emergency situations quantitative assessment of the anticoagulant effect may be needed. Knowing the time delay between NOAC intake and blood sampling is paramount when measuring the anticoagulant effect of NOACs. A table with an overview of the effect of direct thrombin inhibitors and FXa inhibitors on common coagulation assays is available [91].

NOACs are expected to have fewer food interactions than VKA, but dose-adjustment may still be needed in case of drug-drug interactions or comorbidities. In patients with a high bleeding risk, or when a higher plasma level of the drug can be anticipated, a lower NOAC dose may be indicated. The EHRA document includes recommendations on the situations in which contraindication or adaptation of NOAC dose may apply, known thus far.

When switching between anticoagulant regimens; pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of different regimes need to be appreciated to safeguard the risk/benefit-ratio.

Compliance of NOAC intake needs to be ensured, given their short half-life. All means to optimise compliance should be considered, including repeated patient education and their family members.

Care providers should be provided with instructions on how to deal with dosing errors.

Dose adjustments or contraindications apply for patients with chronic kidney disease, depending on the severity of the renal impairment.

In case of a (suspected) overdose, it is important to distinguish between an overdose with and without bleeding complications. Coagulation tests can help determine the degree of the overdose and the possible bleeding risk. In the absence of bleeding, a ‘wait-and-see’ management may be advocated (given the short half-life of NOACs) in most cases, while in some situations more aggressive normalisation of plasma levels may be indicated (see step 9).

In the absence of specific NOAC antidotes, recommended management strategies of bleeding complications are limited and currently mostly based on expert’s opinion or laboratory endpoints. Given NOACs relatively short elimination half-lives; time is the most important antidote. It is therefore crucial to inquire about the dosing regime and exact time of last intake, and other factors influencing plasma concentration and haemostasis.

Temporary cessation of NOACs may be needed in patients undergoing a planned surgical intervention or ablation. The EHRA document provides recommendations on when to stop and when to restart NOAC therapy.

If patients need urgent surgical intervention, NOAC use should be discontinued.

Specific attention is needed in case of concomitant use of anticoagulation and antiplatelet therapy in patients with AF and coronary artery disease. Formal risk assessment is recommended. Treatment recommendations are given for different clinical scenarios.

Oral anticoagulation should have been given for at least 3 weeks prior to cardioversion. If patients are treated with NOACs, it is of particular importance to reliably assess treatment adherence over the past weeks. It was recently shown that a NOAC (rivaroxaban) was a safe alternative to VKA in patients with AF who underwent elective cardioversion [109].

In patients on NOACs presenting with acute or life-threatening bleeding, restoration of coagulation status should be attempted as soon as possible. Evidence-based strategies for reversal of the anticoagulant effect of NOACs are currently lacking, but some recommendations may be given, including for the management of the post-acute phase.

In AF patients with a malignancy, specific attention is needed for their increased thrombo-embolic event risk. Cardiologists and oncologists need to discuss together which anticoagulant treatment may be best, considering the specific oncological therapy used, the anticipated effects of tumour and therapy on the thrombo-therapeutic considerations (NOACs vs. VKAs) in AF patients with a malignancy.

**Conclusions**

Atrial fibrillation is a common disorder, especially in those aged over 75, and major cause of preventable embolic stroke. Anticoagulation therapy, available for 50 years as vitamin K antagonist derivatives like warfarin, can reduce this risk by up to two thirds, but its use has been complicated by major food and drug interactions, significant bleeding risks, a narrow therapeutic range, and the need to monitor. As a consequence, in most countries, only around half of those eligible for anticoagulation are on treatment and many of those treated are poorly controlled. The evidence base for atrial fibrillation stroke risk is considerable and growing, resulting in recent major changes to clinical guidance internationally. This guidance has particular implications for primary care with many new recommendations on better AF diagnosis, more reliable methods of determining stroke risk to guide treatment choice for patients and bleeding risks to manage the risk factors better, and revised treatment options, with the exclusion of low dose aspirin as an option for most patients, the importance of good therapeutic control if warfarin is used, and the availability of a range of new rapid onset, short-acting, anticoagulants with few interactions and no monitoring requirements.
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